
Artist:Â Simon DennyVenue:Â K21, DÃ¼sseldorfExhibition Title:Â MineNote:Â A handout from this exhibition is availableÂ here. A Minecraft version of the exhibition is available here.Date: September 5, 2020 â€“ January
17, 2021Curated By: Susanne Gaensheimer, Agnieszka SkolimowskaClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Video:Simon Denny at K21, DÃ¼sseldorf,
2020, trailer, 00:20Images courtesy of K21, DÃ¼sseldorfPress Release:â€œ[Surveillance Capitalism is] a new economic order that claims human experience as free raw material for hidden commercial practices of
extraction, prediction, and salesâ€•Shoshana Zuboff, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism: The Fight for a Human Future at the New Frontier of Power, 2018&nbsp;With his context and research-based work, Simon Denny
investigates how profoundly our perception and experience of culture is changed by the transformation of technology and politics. He examines the organizational structures, rhetoric, and visual language of high-tech
companies, as well as the people behind them. Thanks to this ongoing interest, it becomes possible to understand how the mood towards the high-tech world has changed in recent years.On the first floor of K21, the artist
presents a group of new works developed for the MONA (Museum of Old and New Art) in Hobart, Australia, which have never before been shown in Europe. The focus is on extractive industry models, which mine both
minerals from the earth and data, extrapolated from the labor we do on consumer apps and tools on the internet. The Australian mining industry provides a lens: as one of the most important sectors of the continentâ€™s
economy, it is, at the same time, also the cause of serious ecological and social problems. Simon Denny takes this as a starting point to reveal the connections between the mining of raw materials, data acquisition and
processing, and climate changeâ€”topics that have acquired explosive topicality worldwide. His sculptures, wall works, and large-scale installations unpack the consequences of the development of the data economy and
reveal extraction as one of the dominant principles in the way humans interact with their environment.Deep interconnections between minerals, labor and data are not only made visible by Simon Denny but can also be
experienced viscerally. At the center of the exhibition is a cagelike structure based on a controversial Amazon patent registered in 2016: A narrow cage with a robotic arm was developed to protect workers entering areas
where robots controlled by algorithms are active. Inside Dennyâ€™s Amazon Worker CageÂ (2019), an avatar of an endangered bird appears in an augmented reality artwork similar to PokÃ©mon Go. It evokes
memories of the canaries used in mines to warn workers of the increasing concentration of toxic gases: If the sensitive animal died, humans had to take refuge immediately. The inconspicuous bird in the Amazon cage
becomes a warning sign of even greater and uncertain dangers posed by humankindâ€™s interaction with the environment.The â€˜Theme Park for Extraction,â€™ continues, as Denny makes use of the presentation
forms of commercial trade fairs throughout the rest of the exhibition. The space is filled with large format sculptures made of printed cardboard, replicas of machines for the contemporary mining industry. Their
performance is presented in videos that demonstrate how extraction processes also penetrate todayâ€™s working world, which is increasingly based on the monitoring and evaluation of data. He has also developed a
special set of courtroom sketches made with an Australian courtroom artist Sharon Gordon, based on speculative trials of the executives behind the mining companies who make and use the automated mining equipment
featured in the exhibition. As another connection between the extractive practices of mining and the increasing expansion of (and extraction from) the quantification of our activities online, Denny has also worked with artist
Jan Berger @ Mythical Institution to reproduce the entire K21 exhibition in the gaming platform Minecraft. In this virtual translation of the exhibition experience, the minecraft version is constructed as if our exhibition
spaces exist below the Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial Complexâ€”the largest coal mine in the world during its active period.&nbsp;Simon Denny (b. 1982 in Auckland, New Zealand) studied at the Elam School of Fine
Arts, University of Auckland (2001â€“05) and at the StÃ¤delschule in Frankfurt am Main (2007â€“09). His work has been presented in international exhibitions at, among others, MoMA PS1, New York (2015) and the 56th
Venice Biennale. The artist is Professor for Time-Related Media at the HFBK Hamburg. He lives and works in Berlin.Link: Simon Denny at K21The post Simon Denny at K21 first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â Emil RÃ¸nn AndersenVenue:Â Primer, Kongens LyngbyExhibition Title:Â DK 179913Date: September 1, 2019 â€“ October 1, 2020Selected By: JacobÂ FabriciusClick here to view slideshowï»¿Full gallery of
images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Video:ï»¿Emil RÃ¸nn Andersen, DK 179913, 07:15, 2019-2020Images courtesy of Primer, LyngbyPress Release:Since 2014, Emil RÃ¸nn Andersen has
developed a technical arrangement for image production, capable of producing atmospheric light and simulations of environments. Based on principles derived from his artistic practice and early work with prototyping, a
patent was granted on October 4th, 2019. From September 2019 until today, Emil has developed prototype five at Primer.The material presented here is from a series of test runs, performed to observe the effect of the
technical alterations and experiments made during the development of prototype five. A steel ball is used to emphasise and observe this development. A series of actualities; objects and environments found and extracted
from the surrounding facilities are also taken into use. The material includes notes from the process and is presented alongside renderings based on the patent claims of the technology.Primer is a platform for artistic and
organisational development, housed in the headquarters of global water technology company Aquaporin. Since 2016, Primer has produced exhibitions, talks and artistic projects alongside organizational work in the
intersection between art, science and technology.Link: Emil RÃ¸nn Andersen at PrimerThe post Emil RÃ¸nn Andersen at Primer first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists:Â LÃ©onie Guyer, Rebeca
BollingerVenue:Â Interface, OaklandExhibition Title:Â ThresholdDate: August 28 â€“ September 30, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of Interface, Oakland. Photos by Graham Holoch.Press Release:Working within a generative practice, Rebeca Bollinger identifies the nuances that reside between unstable ground and order. She gives this study
visual form and language while working in several mediums including sculpture, photography, video, performance, writing, drawing, and installation.Her work has been featured in exhibitions such as Art in the Anchorage
curated by Creative Time (New York); the California Biennial (Orange County Museum of Art); Bay Area Now (Yerba Buena Center for the Arts); and the SECA Award Exhibition (SFMOMA). Solo exhibitions include Henry
Art Gallery (Seattle); Feigen Contemporary (New York); Rena Bransten Gallery (San Francisco); The LAB (San Francisco); and Walter Maciel Gallery (Los Angeles) along with group exhibitions at Ballroom Marfa,
Krannert Art Museum, Asian Art Museum, Museum Fridericianum, Hunter College, the De Young Museum, and Pacific Film Archive, among others.&nbsp;LÃ©onie Guyer makes paintings, drawings, site-based work, and
books. Her work is characterized by idiosyncratic shapes that are deployed in a variety of spaces. Guyer&#8217;s work has been exhibited nationally and internationally at the CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts;
UC Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive; 871 Fine Arts, San Francisco; fused space/Jessica Silverman Gallery, San Francisco; odium fati, San Francisco; Feature Inc., NYC; Peter Blum Gallery, NYC; Greg
Kucera Gallery, Seattle, WA; Douglas F. Cooley Memorial Art Gallery, Reed College, Portland, OR; Lumber Room, Portland, OR; The Shaker Museum | Mount Lebanon, NY; Gallery Joe, Philadelphia; Mills College Art
Museum, Oakland; PLUSkunst, DÃ¼sseldorf, Germany and other venues.Guyer has collaborated on book projects with poets Franck AndrÃ© Jamme and Bill Berkson. Her work is held in numerous public collections
including the UC Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Reed College Art Collection, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, the Shaker Museum | Mount Lebanon, and
others.LÃ©onie Guyer was born in New York, NY. She received a B.F.A. and an M.F.A. from the San Francisco Art Institute. She lives and works in San Francisco, CA.Link: LÃ©onie Guyer, Rebeca BollingerÂ at
InterfaceThe post LÃ©onie Guyer, Rebeca Bollinger at Interface first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Sophie JungVenue:Â Casino LuxembourgExhibition Title:Â They Might Stay The NightDate: March 7 â€“
October 25, 2020Curated By: StilbÃ© SchroederClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Casino Luxembourb,Â LuxembourgPress
Release:Sincerity Condition.Working across text, sound, sculpture and generally considered a performance artist reading or ad lib-ing the sculpturesâ€™ polyvocal excursions, They Might Stay The Night is the artistâ€™s
first major sculptural (only) show. An assembly of agents, a collection of uncollectables, they stand as a network of abiding incompletion, an ever-changing choir of urgencies and pleasures, traumas and manifestations
that communally relay between dominant and minor themes with their materi a list conditions and conditionings go on try to list en loudly. Try to matter, they try to matter as matter that is both legible utensil, metaphoric
apparition and autonomous plurality on a mission or asleep. Made from found, stolen, borrowed and haphazardly made attributes,confused limbs of limboâ€™tic inhabitems itants itants I tanz noch lang nicht ausgetantzt,
jahrzehntel unverbracht the ancient re gymnasts canâ€™t go home yet rehearsal for better condiction ex- or elocution less on out of nightm air is crisp the sky is blue,they are set in a space made/not made (who can tell
these days the days oh the days) for them, against a pictouresque, counter-simulacric twee yet structurally brutal backdrop of Luxembourgâ€™s National Savings Bank (on which Disney famously modelled his theme
park), the former Gestapo villa, National symbols and multinationalsâ€™ headquarters upon headquartered and feathered on freshly-tarred roads and in the far distance, overlooking what a piece of tourist couture in the
giftshop down the road calls â€œthe original country of dreamsâ€•. Within the Mediterranean Baroque of the Casino Luxembourg they mimic and counter, in a permanent haze of excited exhaustion, unsure of where to
next, ready to roll a pair of dice or raid a pair of banks or just to sleep. For a bit, or a good long time. Collectively interrupted and corrupted views with eyes patched around and into a greater hole. A troupe of awkward
comrades, not good exactly, but full of leaky compassion and anti-heroic manoeuvres, they query metaphoric apparition by way of delving into subconscious scripting territories around hallucinations of materialist
manifestations.Yesterdayâ€™s players whisper into the sâ€™hell of significance they howl across the smokerâ€™s valley and through the tower chained at the bâ€™ankles too skinny for capt youâ€™re one of us or are
you one of us? Are you one or are you many times asked never respondered the result in the tip of my toe is sprained across the floor in bitesized nuggets. Tree times a slaythee if you breathe a word. What even is a
word a world I was going to say word. On the streets is nothing, a decomposed entity sighing out of tune. Not one showed up to their refinal floor-bored ambulation before always already having had your back turned on
you through a mirror staged a coup of milk of tears of ripped up bed springâ€™s been cancelled too so we lie softer. Such as: Stability in ruffled feathers. Not as: Sweet dreams in tethers cos when the bailiffs come to
change the locks on your pretty little head you skip to the beat of no drum roll over and contract in time with a hungry intest in tests they didnâ€™t show up the stats and figures were on our side and drooping but
backstage. Wouldnâ€™t you too, youâ€™ve been walking loops for too long to adjust pace in a place unlevelled too shevelled for peace by peace the n/r ations run out of a hoard a crowd a pit full of come ra
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